G-36). high beam quality output p w e r (>IuOW) and o p t i d operating puly me (?17kHz)
compared to conventional coppor vapour h a . These cnhaneetlents are pcrmanly attributed 10 the accelerrlion of charge meuValisalion during the interpulse period via the large HBr cms~-s.eection for disceiative elecman atlrchmcnt.
Laser prhonnancc dcpends CIiticdy on the partial press" ol HBr added to Vle Ne buffer-gas and the huffcr gas flow mte of Vlc mixture. Maximum 
Summary
The presence of atomic coherence manifests itself in a wealth of phenomena whox study IS a topic of Current interest in quaiitum optics and laser physics Among the most interesting ofthere phenomena is lasing without inversion (Lu?), bemuse of its potential fur short-wavelengfh lasing ( " 8 , in the UV or X-rays spectral domains) For conventional l a~e l~ baaed on population inversion. continuous wave (cw) lasing ill these spectral domains is unpractical due lo the very large incoherent pump power required to reach lasing threshold I s LWI a coherent dnving field acting on one transition generates the atomic cohercncc that relaxes the population inversion condition for laser oscillation in an adjacent transition This greatly reduces the minimum excited state population required for lasing In previous theoretical work. as well as in the three recent experimental demonstrations ofLW1 in atomic vapors [I] , the coherence generating drive field WBE imposed from the outside In these proof of principle experiments the frequency up-conversion ratio R = (i e , the ratio of generated laser frequency an to drive laser frequency ma) was either smaller or very close to one This was dictated by the desire to miligafe or avoid the negative influence of Doppler broadening for LWI We study a model for an incoherently pumped laser operating with a Dopplerbroadened three-level system placed in B doubly resonant cavity and producing two laser fields. one of them without population inversion Each l a w field couples to only one ofthe transitions of the three-level medium Wc have studied OUT model far parameters appropriate to Iwo real atomic Systems (i) a cascade scheme in atomic "'Ba lookng for lasing wnh (without) inversion at .lg=554 nm (A,=821 nm), and (ii) a V -scheme in atomic "Rb with ordinary lasing at ,$=780 nm and LWl at Aa=421 6 nm These lwo cases are qualitatively different in that two-photon processes are responsible for inversionless gain in case (i) while LWI in case (ii) arises from one-photon processes Moreover, the frequency up-conversion ratio is R =O 6'7 far the cam of "'Ea and it is R = l 88 for the case of "Rb In spite of the fact that the frequencies of the two laser fields 8re relatively different, our result% show that dualwavelength lasing extends up to Doppler broadening values typical for optical tnnsitioiis of atoms in a vapor cell In case (il a-lasine occucs without two-ohoton inversion onlv for 
